P

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

roblems within the human mi-

our commitment to making a difference

crobiome have been shown to

through corporate social responsibility

contribute to the development

(CSR) initiatives. What we do is as impor-

of a myriad of health prob-

tant as how we do it. These principles not

lems that are not exclusively

only aim to make Arranta Bio a heteroge-

associated with gastrointesti-

nous team of employees from all walks of

nal disorders and food aller-

life, but to extend that heterogeneity to in-

gies, but also affect organs and systems

dustry and science, technology, engineer-

throughout the human body, including

ing, and mathematics (STEM) programs

cardiovascular, metabolic, autoimmune,

holistically.

and neurological disorders, as well as diabetes and cancer.2

LIFE IMITATING SCIENCE: ARRANTA BIO’S
COMMITMENT TO CORPORATE SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY AND DIVERSITY
> B Y MELANIE CERULLO, AND SUSAN SURABIAN, ARRANTA BIO

As a pioneering CDMO innovating solutions in supplying live biotherapeutics, Arranta Bio is at the
forefront of some of the most exciting advances in the microbiome space. Since the inception
of the human microbiome project in 2007, the number of academic publications and active
patent families around the microbiome has grown exponentially.1
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MORE THAN JUST MARKETING

ARRANTA BIO IS A MODEL
CORPORATE CITIZEN
THROUGH A WELCOMING,
DIVERSE CULTURE
THAT PROMOTES
RACIAL, SOCIAL, AND
GENDER EQUALITY. WE
BELIEVE IN MAKING
OUR COMMUNITY
STRONGER
THROUGH EMPLOYEE
VOLUNTEERING AND
GIVING BACK.

Estimates of the microbial population

We believe that, in order for life sciences to

in the human body is between 10 and 100

continue to thrive, a commitment to equity,

trillion, and the genes within these mi-

diversity, and inclusion cannot be “just an-

crobes outnumber the genes in humans

other initiative.” It must be the cornerstone

by a factor of 150, sometimes being re-

of company policy, entrenched in every fi-

ferred to as the “second genome.”3 Estab-

ber of our DNA from the top down, and to

lished at birth, the microbiome develops

manifest itself not only in recruitment, but

as humans grow and is affected by diet,

also in professional development, reten-

the use of antibiotics, genetics, and vari-

tion, and promotion strategies. We also se-

ous environmental factors, with around

lect vendors who have — and practice — the

80% of the species being beneficial. How-

same diversity principles. Currently, we

ever, when the microbiome enters a state

have prioritized extending our reach and

making our recruiting pipeline as diverse

of imbalance or dysbiosis, systems may

message into our communities. In addition

as possible educating ourselves with and

begin to stop functioning properly, and re-

to being the right thing to do, numerous

engaging in our communities to encour-

searchers around the world are studying

studies have demonstrated that, the more

age minorities and under-privileged indi-

ways to harness gut microbiota to treat a

diverse a business is, the more successful

viduals to pursue careers in life sciences.

variety of conditions.

it is — and even more importantly, in such a

The second pillar involves our community

ALIVE Biotherapeutic Products® (aLBP)

competitive environment, companies can-

outreach efforts, including the causes and

is Arranta’s trademark for the world-class

not thrive without drawing from the best

charities Arranta supports through dona-

LBPs we develop, leveraging over ten years

talent on earth, regardless of their gender,

tions and volunteering. The third pillar

of process development expertise in man-

race, ethnicity, ability, religion, socioeco-

aims to ensure that our vendors align with

ufacturing aerobic, anaerobic, and spore-

nomic standing, or other differences.

our priorities and show a commitment to

forming organisms. ALIVE is an acronym

This approach has a metaphorical reso-

diversity and sustainability within their

for Accelerated development, Long-lasting

nance with the therapeutics we manufac-

respective organizations, so that we are

stability, Immediate release and recovery,

ture; the human body thrives on a healthy,

procuring materials and services from

Viable, high-activity, and Efficient, scal-

diversely balanced microbiome to func-

vendors who share our vision and values

able process. Headed by a management

tion properly, and our company culture

as well as implement internal sustainable

team and technical experts with a proven

and demographic makeup is no different.

practices.

track record in both process development

There are correlations between overpopu-

In addition to choosing vendors that

and contract manufacturing — from fer-

lated and underpopulated microorganisms

align with our mission and vision, Arranta

mentation to lyophilization and encapsula-

in the microbiome that contribute to dis-

Bio also works internally to partner with

tion of live biopharmaceuticals — Arranta

ease, and optimal diversity is required for

organizations that allow us to impact those

Bio offers the knowledge and resources

systems and organs to function properly.

around us and provide employment oppor-

necessary to help clients develop and man-

On a biological level, a diverse microbiome

tunities across socioeconomic boundar-

ufacture promising new microbiome thera-

contributes to our overall health — juxta-

ies. We celebrate being an equal opportu-

pies to meet patient needs. We continue to

posing this scientific knowledge with our

nity employer, bringing together different

invest heavily in both process development

approach to CSR is not a difficult bridge

cultures and ethnicities to support our mis-

and cGMP manufacturing capabilities for

to build; we believe having diverse back-

sion of becoming the best-in-class CDMO.

the supply of clinical trial material in the

grounds and opinions makes our business

Arranta Bio’s CEO Mark R. Bamforth has

microbiome space, as well as investing in

stronger and more competitive and leads

made diversity a defining feature at the

commercial-ready facilities primed with

to greater innovation.

company. “We can be paralyzed by the
challenges and divisions in our society. We

the capacity and specialized expertise to
ARRANTA BIO CARES

can feel overwhelmed until we recognize

Perhaps equally important to Arranta

Arranta’s CSR program is built on three

that there are many actions we can take

Bio’s commitment to bringing efficacious

primary pillars. The first pillar is centered

to make a difference. It’s our duty to open

microbiome therapeutics to market is

around diversity and inclusion, driven by

doors and support those of color and from

bring novel medicines to patients.
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organizations in BioPharma, MedTech,

the core competencies required for the

Recruiting for Arranta Bio’s Gaines-

safe work environment for our employ-

Arranta Bio is dedicated to celebrating

HealthIT, and BioAg that collectively em-

role. While some professions, locales, and

ville, FL facility comes with a unique set

ees. These endeavors included a shift to

diversity within our company. We hold our-

ploy nearly 94,000 Floridians.

courses of study have some level of diver-

of challenges, particularly given that the

remote work for many of our employees,

selves to the highest standards, and our

We also partner with Year Up, an orga-

sity inherently built into them, it can be

local pool of candidates with extensive

which also presented opportunities to

internal and external processes follow our

nization that seeks to close the opportu-

difficult to ensure a fully diverse work-

biotech industry experience is limited, by

connect staff at our Watertown facility to

diversity mission. We expect to hire 200

nity gap by connecting young people from

force in the life sciences. For example,

contrast to the candidate pool in Massa-

our Gainesville facility through weekly vir-

About ALIVE

employees over the next two years and are

diverse backgrounds to training and in-

there is a robust talent pool of Caucasian

chusetts. This illustrates the importance

tual town hall meetings and twice-weekly

committed to addressing barriers that ex-

Echoing the ALIVE brand for our LBP prod-

ternships and proven paths to successful

and Asian candidates in these fields due

of a corporate philosophy that emphasizes

“lunch & learn” sessions where informa-

ist for minorities and welcome diverse em-

ucts, we use ALIVE to describe our values

careers. We are partnered with American

to the demographic make-up at colleges

competency-based hiring. When we have

tion and feedback and ideas were freely

ployees who share our core values to be a

as a company:

Corporate Partners (ACP), a nonprofit or-

and universities. However, African Ameri-

an open position, we evaluate the baseline

exchanged.

part of our team.

ganization engaged in corporate career

can and Latino individuals are under-

skills needed to do the job, and fully invest

We launched an intranet site aimed at

A - Accelerated development

counseling for veterans that helps con-

represented in our industry. This may be

in training our employees to carry out the

ensuring that employees have all the nec-

L - Long-lasting stability

nect them to career opportunities. We are

attributed to multiple factors, including

specific tasks required to be proficient.

essary resources at their fingertips as a

REFERENCES

I - Immediate release & recovery

establishing programs with local colleges,

the current requirement to have a degree

This is a massive shift from the traditional

part of our CSR initiatives. We have con-

V - Viable, high activity

1. Frankhauser, Manuel, Christian Moser and Theodor

high schools, and middle schools, to pro-

in science for entry into the life sciences

hiring practices in life sciences, which are

sciously and intently developed commu-

Nyfeler. “Patents as Early Indicators of Technology and

E - Efficient, scalable process

vide classroom presentations about mi-

workforce, lack of resources for STEM

generally focused on the need for prereq-

nication processes to ensure consistency

Investment Trends: Analyzing the Microbiome Space as a Case

crobiome and biotechnology in order to

programs during elementary and second-

uisite experience and degrees. If we can

and collaboration across both our facili-

raise awareness of the various careers in

ary education, and a general lack of aware-

find critical thinkers with the ability to

ties in Massachusetts and Florida so that

life sciences. Through uniting the human

ness and exposure to career paths in life

execute the physical techniques required

we can achieve our goals. related to diver-

and financial resources of Life Science

sciences. We understand the challenges

for a role and the aptitude to operate in a

sity and inclusion in recruiting, profes-

companies and industry leaders, we sup-

to building a diverse workforce extend

GMP environment, we can train them on

sional development, and career advance-

port service organizations that do the best

further back than the candidate pool from

our platform-specific tasks and deliver-

ment are synergistic across sites.

work in fighting poverty in our communi-

which we are recruiting, and as such, our

ables, allowing us to widen the candidate

ties, such as Life Science Cares, an orga-

approach at Arranta is to influence diver-

pool exponentially and staff our facilities

nization that coordinates the efforts of

sity in STEM as early and as often as we

with a foundational mindset of diversity

the Life Science industry to eliminate the

can. By educating high school and middle

and inclusion.

impact of poverty on our neighbors in the

school minority students on careers in

greater Boston area.

STEM and encouraging students to pur-

FOSTERING PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Arranta Bio believes that in order to

sue such careers, Arranta strives to help

OPPORTUNITIES ACROSS LOCATIONS

build a more diverse workforce, we need

create training programs that can produce

Arranta Bio’s training and development

to start educating young people about the

high-quality candidates outside of the tra-

work streams include leadership train-

opportunities in life sciences and provid-

ditional college programs. Thus, Arranta

ing across all levels, with fundamental

ing resources to train the younger genera-

is working to cultivate tomorrow’s talent

skills training initiatives to develop cur-

diverse backgrounds to pursue a fulfill-

tions for these roles. We need to debunk

pool, which we hope will set a new bar for

rent and future managers. Additionally,

ing career in life sciences,” he noted. The

misconceptions about a Ph.D. or even a

live science diversity.

we launched career development plans for

Arranta Bio CSR vision statement reads,

bachelor’s degree being the prerequisite

every employee at Arranta Bio to help each

“Arranta Bio is a model corporate citizen

for a fulfilling career in life sciences.

employee align their career development

through a welcoming, diverse culture that

The life sciences industry would be well-

promotes racial, social, and gender equal-

served to focus on identifying and training

ity. We believe in making our community

individuals on job-specific competencies

stronger through employee volunteering

rather than focusing on college degrees

and giving back.”

for many positions. In addition to partner-

From our two locations in Watertown,

ing with school-based organizations, we

Massachusetts and Gainesville, Florida,

also empower our employees to volunteer

we have made connections with local

in the community. Each employee can take

organizations that are aligned with our

paid time off to volunteer for causes that

CSR goals. Arranta Bio is a member of

are important to them, above and beyond

MassBioand a supporter of MassBioEd,

their paid vacation.

an educational branch of MassBio and a
leader in diversity and inclusion in the life

RECRUITING OUTSIDE OF THE BIOTECH

sciences. MassBioEd works to build more

BUBBLE

diverse workforces through collaboration

Like other biopharmaceutical companies,

with various life science organizations

Arranta Bio has certain roles that require

who work in the state of Massachusetts to

undergraduate or graduate degrees or pre-

provide grants and opportunities to under-

vious experience; We also recognize that

served and underrepresented groups. We

there are many roles within the company

also work with BioFlorida, which repre-

where we can recruit and train individu-

sents 6,700 establishments and research

als from different backgrounds based on
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WE UNDERSTAND
THE CHALLENGES TO
BUILDING A DIVERSE
WORKFORCE EXTEND
FURTHER BACK THAN
THE CANDIDATE POOL
FROM WHICH WE ARE
RECRUITING, AND AS
SUCH, OUR APPROACH
AT ARRANTA IS TO
INFLUENCE DIVERSITY
IN STEM AS EARLY AND
AS OFTEN AS WE CAN.

interests and goals. The focus of these
plans is on creating a roadmap for developing skillsets now for a position that the
individual wants to grow into in his or her
next role. We also launched a mentorship
program so that members of the leadership team can mentor our more junior employees and help steer them on a path to
achieve their future goals at Arranta Bio.
We work to ensure that these efforts
are available across departments and locations. Many companies face challenges
pertaining to cross-location cultural continuity, but the foundation of our cohesive
efforts is a transparent, two-way communication and feedback loop. COVID-19 presented a unique opportunity in the midst
of uncertainty to make employees at Arranta Bio feel safe, connected, and, heard.
In compliance with expert guidance, we
quickly pivoted to ensure we provided a

P

Study.” Front. Bioeng. Biotechnol. 6: 84 (2018).
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